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Abstract
The optoelectronic coupling for a pulse-driven
Josephson junction array (JJA) for use as a
quantum voltage synthesizer has been designed.
Since the drive system is electrically isolated
from the JJAs, they can be connected in series,
leading to a higher output voltage. A thin film
circuit, including interdigitated capacitors to
couple a photodiode to the JJAs has been
designed and tested and shown to meet the
design goals.
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Photodiode Circuit Design

Quantum accurate sinusoidal voltage waveforms
have been demonstrated using programmable,
binary segmented JJAs up to kHz frequencies
[1]. However, this technology is not suitable for
higher frequencies since the electronics and the
interaction of the junctions require a finite time
to stabilize after switching.
Pulse-driven JJAs, used here, can operate at
higher frequencies with hundreds of kHz being
demonstrated (for a review see [2]). An arbitrary
current pulse applied to the JJA generates a
voltage pulse of quantized area (e.g. [3]). The
desired quantum accurate voltage output is
generated by applying an appropriate sequence
of pulses to the JJA.

The electrical connections to the PD are made
using a custom made chip carrier. The capacitor
must be large enough to prevent significant
change in PD bias and the circuit must have low
inductance. On-chip interdigitated capacitors
(C) were designed (based on reference [5]),
fabricated and measured to have a capacitance
of 71 pF and 72 pF for design A and 71 pF and
63 pF for design B. This exceeded the design goal
(> 10 pF).

Array Design

Preliminary Data

Novel optoelectronic coupling

The temporal response of a commercial
InGaAs photodiode was characterised at room
temperature under a variety of conditions (spot
size, spot position, over-filled mode, underfilled mode, power levels, and frequency) and
was found to be suitable for driving the JJAs.
The next stage of the project is to drive the JJAs
using the PD with the PD at room temperature
and then at 4.2 K.

Pulse-driven Josephson
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The quantum voltage digitizer uses a delta
sigma control loop to measure an arbitrary
voltage waveform in terms of the JJA output. The
comparator output is used to generate a pulse
stream which drives a Mach-Zehnder modulator,
creating a GHz rate pulse stream of optical pulses
which provide the JJA drive via a photodiode
located inside the cryostat. The resultant output
(fast, quantized-area voltage pulses) are fed back
around the loop via a low pass filter.

JJAs are fabricated by Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB), Germany. They consist of
SNSNS junctions, where S is superconductor (Nb)
and N is normal metal (NbSi), which are linked in
a “double-stacked” design. These JJAs operate at
4.2 K in a liquid helium cryostat. Low pass
filtering of the output is provided on-chip.
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To meet the demand from industry to provide
ac voltage calibration of high performance A/D
and D/A converters, a high frequency, real-time
quantum voltage digitizer, is being developed
as part of the European Metrology Research
Program (EMRP) Q-WAVE project (see CPEM
poster P15, Wednesday).

